Association between use of a health information exchange system and hospital admissions
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Summary
Objective: Relevant patient information is frequently difficult to obtain in emergency department (ED) visits. Improved provider access to previously inaccessible patient information may improve the quality of care and reduce hospital admissions. Health information exchange (HIE) systems enable access to longitudinal, community-wide patient information at the point of care. However, the ability of HIE to avert admissions is not well demonstrated. We sought to determine if HIE system usage is correlated with a reduction in admissions via the ED.

Methods: We identified 15,645 adults from New York State with an ED visit during a 6-month period, all of whom consented to have their information accessible in the HIE system, and were continuously enrolled in two area health plans. Using claims we determined if the ED encounter resulted in an admission. We used the HIE’s system log files to determine usage during the encounter. We determined the association between HIE system use and the likelihood of admission to the hospital from the ED and potential cost savings.

Results: The HIE system was accessed during 2.4% of encounters. The odds of an admission were 30% lower when the system was accessed after controlling for confounding (odds ratio = 0.70; 95% CI = 0.52, 0.95). The annual savings in the sample was $357,000.

Conclusion: These findings suggest that the use of an HIE system may reduce hospitalizations from the ED with resultant cost savings. This is an important outcome given the substantial financial investment in interventions designed to improve provider access to patient information in the US.
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Introduction

Emergency department (ED) physicians must routinely make complex decisions in the absence of complete historical patient information. Estimates suggest that relevant patient information, including medication information, test results, and medical histories, may be difficult to obtain or unavailable in approximately 30% of visits to emergency settings [1, 2]. It is hypothesized that improving ED physicians’ access to more patient information could result in higher quality of care, including the prevention of potentially avoidable hospitalizations. It would be highly desirable to reduce the frequency of avoidable hospitalizations, because they are common and costly [3, 4].

Enabling physician access to more complete patient information is particularly relevant to the ED setting where longitudinal patient information from multiple providers is frequently not easily accessible due to a variety of patient and healthcare system factors. Patients present to the ED with urgent and unplanned health problems [5, 6] and often with fragmented care patterns [7, 8]. Health information exchange (HIE) systems facilitate the electronic sharing of patient level information among different providers in a community. Therefore, access to an HIE system could potentially avert unnecessary admissions from the ED by providing relevant clinical data, such as the presence of renal insufficiency or an electrocardiogram abnormality at baseline. This information could also potentially avert unnecessary admissions by providing access to lists of medications and problems as well as access to the medical opinions of previous physicians.

Evidence about the effectiveness of HIE systems to avert admissions is beginning to grow [9]. Recently, the MidSouth eHealth Alliance demonstrated HIE was effective in reducing admissions from the ED. Similar work in Israel also found HIE was associated with avoided admissions [10]. These recent findings stand in contrast to earlier studies that were not able to document any effects of HIE on admissions from the ED or on ED utilization [11-13].

This paper examines the hypothesis that usage of an HIE system reduces the odds that a patient in the ED will be hospitalized. This research seeks to add to our current understanding of the effectiveness of electronic exchange of health information, responds to the current call for more outcomes-based research [9], and considers a typical community-based setting using a commercially available product.

Methods

Setting

We conducted a retrospective cohort study in the Rochester, New York, area using encounters during 2009-2010. The Rochester Regional Health Information Organization (RHIO) is supported in part by the State Department of Health under New York’s Health Care Efficiency and Affordability Law for New Yorkers (HEAL NY) capital grants program. Founded in 2006 by a collaboration of payers, providers, public health agencies, and civic leaders, the Rochester RHIO is a non-profit organization that facilitates information exchange among more than 70 organizations in 13 county region of western New York [14]. This organization enables authorized physician and staff to access a web-based HIE system, which includes patients’ laboratory results, radiology reports and images, medication history, discharge summaries, and payer information [15]. Hospital systems, providers, reference laboratories, radiology groups, insurance companies, and county elder care offices contribute clinical data to the HIE. A previous investigation described usage patterns of the HIE’s commercially available web portal system [16].

At the time of the study (2009–2010), the HIE system’s 1,318 users accessed patient records in 156 different outpatient, emergency, inpatient, long-term care and specialty care settings via a web portal. Seven EDs were included. RHIO staff authorized users at practice sites to have access to the system. All user accounts were managed centrally by RHIO staff; the RHIO also maintained the community-wide master patient index. At the time of study, the web portal was not integrated into any
organization’s EHR. The HIE system operates under an “opt-in” model where patients consent to have their information accessible. The system was fully operational by March 2009.¹

This study was part of an evaluation of the HEAL NY program by the Health Information Technology Collaborative (HITEC), a consortium of four academic institutions charged with evaluating the effects of interoperable health information technology [17].

Data

This study is based on claims files from patients ≥18 years old who consented to allow at least one of the RHIO’s member organizations to view their data during 2009–2010 and who also were continuously enrolled in one of two participating health plans. These two plans cover over 60% of the area population. The RHIO provided a roster of consented patients to a private healthcare data aggregation and analytics company for matching against the claims files. We limited claims to patients who had had at least one encounter with a provider participating in the HIE system in the six months following the patient’s consent date.

Furthermore, we utilized two datasets associated with the HIE system. The RHIO provided us with the system log files documenting the use of the HIE system via the web portal. The RHIO also supplied a registry describing portal users’ job types and practice settings.

To collect data for a sensitivity analysis described below, we noted the physician associated with each ED claim, which was present for 92% of the ED encounters. When ED physician was missing, we used the inpatient physician, which occurred when hospitals submitted single claims for the combined ED encounter and inpatient stay. We chose to use the physician identified on the claim, rather than the physician who used the HIE system for two reasons: the physician was missing (by definition) when the HIE system was not accessed and, when the HIE system was accessed, the actual user could be a nurse or other staff member accessing the system on the physician’s behalf (without defined linkages to the physician of record in the ED). Using log data for some physician identification and claims data for other physician identification would have introduced information bias; thus, we consistently used the physician on the claim.

Measures

The outcome of interest was a hospital admission via the ED. The data aggregation and analytics company identified admissions via the ED through the claims files.

The primary independent variable was HIE system use at the time of the ED visit, measured in a yes/no fashion. To qualify as system use during the ED visit, records from the claims data and the user logs had to match on: patient identifiers, service dates, and user location [18, 19]. Additionally, since emergency visits might cross midnight, we also allowed system use on the following calendar day to match. Matching occurrences constituted usage; all other ED encounters were no usage.

We derived additional independent variables from the claims data. Patient demographics included gender, age and insurance status (commercial, Medicare managed care, or Medicaid managed care). A small percentage of encounters (~5%) were covered by a state-subsidized product for low income individuals. We combined this product with Medicaid managed care. We measured patient disease severity as the count of Major Aggregated Diagnostic Groups (ADGs) in the 12 months prior to consent using the Johns Hopkins ACG Case-Mix System* [20, 21]. Since major ADGs are based are non-mutually exclusive groupings of diagnoses, we did not include diagnoses separately in our modeling. We also counted the number of hospitalizations during the six months prior to the patient’s consent.

¹ More information about system functionality and capability is available at www.grrhio.org.
Selection of cohort

Figure 1 illustrates the selection of the cohort. We had claims files for 65% of patients ≥18 years old who had consented to have their data viewed by providers (n = 207,506). Of those, we included only individuals who had valid consent dates (n = 198,067). From this set, we retained patients who had ≥1 encounter with a provider registered to use the HIE system in the six months following their consent date. This ensured that each cohort member had a patient record. From this group, we identified all ED encounters and restricted the sample to only include each patient’s first ED visit (n = 15,645). Therefore, patients only appear in the analysis once. This restriction avoids the potential for differing effects on individual providers’ use of the system for repeat patients.

Analysis

We compared the characteristics of patients for whom the HIE system was accessed to those for whom it was not accessed using the likelihood ratio $\chi^2$. We measured the association between system access and hospital admissions with logistic regression models. We set significance testing at $\rho = 0.05$. The full model adjusts for all independent variables with patient age, the count of major ADGs, and the number of prior hospitalizations treated as continuous variables.

To arrive at an estimate of potential cost savings, we estimated the number of potentially avoided admissions due to system usage. To calculate the number of expected admissions in the system usage group, we applied to that group the rate of admissions observed in the no usage group. The difference between the number of expected and actual admissions in the system usage group represented the number of admissions in our sample that were potentially avoided over the 6-month period. To assign a dollar value, we used the mean total costs among all 2010 New York state hospitalizations [22] and annualized the figures.

We performed four sensitivity analyses to explore the robustness of our findings. First, we created a more restrictive definition of system usage to explore whether our findings were a product of our usage definition. For this analysis, to qualify as system use during the ED visit, we required records from the claims data and the system usage logs to match all of the following: patient identifiers, user location, and same calendar date of service.

For our second sensitivity analysis, we included all ED encounters in our models. For the main analysis, each patient only had one encounter. For this analysis, we included both patients’ first as well as any subsequent encounters to make sure our selection of only the first ED visit did not bias our results. We applied the clustered sandwich estimator to the standard errors to account for the potential non-independence of observations [23].

Third, we performed several analyses to explore whether or not the findings were attributable to a single subgroup, such as the sickest or oldest patients. We also excluded patients with injury or pregnancy complication diagnoses since the HIE information may not be informative in these instances [19].

Finally, we conducted a sensitivity analysis to confirm that our findings were not due to physician effects. That is, we sought to confirm that a given physician might access the HIE for some patients, but not for others, a pattern which would be clinically appropriate. If confirmed, this would decrease the likelihood that the results were due to physician-level confounding, because the same physicians would be contributing patients to both the intervention and the control groups.

We performed all analyses using Stata 12.1 (StataCorp, College Station, TX).

Results

Of the 319,790 consented adult patients in the Rochester RHIO, 196,314 (61.3%) met our inclusion criteria regarding health plan participation, continuous enrollment and data within the HIE system. From these patients, we identified a cohort of 15,645 patients with an ED visit within 6 months of their consent date (Figure 1). The HIE system was accessed for 2.4% of the ED visits (n = 374) in the cohort with the remaining 15,217 without HIE system access. This usage rate is consistent with comparable systems in other communities [12, 19, 24–26].
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Table 1 displays the sample characteristics stratified by system access. The majority of patients were female (66.8%), one-third were greater than 65 years old and nearly half had private insurance (46.9%). Nearly, 40% of patients had no major ADGs and the majority (87.5%) had not been hospitalized in the previous year. Those with and those without system access differed significantly in several areas. Those for whom the system was accessed were more likely to have private insurance (54.5% vs. 46.9%, p<0.01), had a higher percentage of encounters without any major ADGs (42.3% vs. 40.0%, p<0.01), and had fewer previous inpatient admissions (92.0% vs. 87.5%, p<0.05).

The dataset included ED encounters with 229 different physicians. Of the 229 physicians, 16 (7%) used the HIE system. Of those 16 users, 15 used the HIE system for some but not all of their patients in the study. Thus, the physicians who were users contributed data to both the intervention group and the control group.

In the study, 20.9% (n = 3,270) were admitted to the hospital and 79.1% (n = 15,645) were not admitted. For patients with system access during their ED encounter, 15.5% were subsequently admitted to the hospital (n = 58). In contrast, a higher percentage (21.0%, p<0.01) of patients for whom the system was not accessed were admitted.

As illustrated in Table 2, the unadjusted odds of being admitted to the hospital were 31% lower when the HIE system was accessed compared to when it was not accessed. After controlling for patient characteristics, the odds a patient was admitted to the hospital when the HIE system was accessed were still significantly lower (aOR = 0.70; 95%CI = 0.52, 0.95). Additionally in the multivariate model, male patients, older patients, patients with increasing disease severity, and those that had been hospitalized previously all had higher odds of admission. In terms of insurance, the odds of admission were lower for those covered by Medicaid managed care and the odds were higher for those covered by Medicare managed care.

The potential annual savings in avoided admission costs associated with usage of the HIE system in this sample was $357,552 (95%CI = $139,048, 556,192).

Sensitivity analyses

The results of the sensitivity analyses (Table 3) were generally consistent with the main analysis. First, when limiting the definition of system usage to the same calendar day, the odds of an admission were lower (OR = 0.83; 95%CI = 0.55, 1.25), but not statistically significant. The direction and magnitude of the effect were similar to the full sample results. The lack of significance is partly attributable to the decrease in the number of cases and decrease in statistical power. With this definition 1.2% of encounters were accessed, but this same calendar day criterion is probably too restrictive as it excludes possible access during late night visits. Our second sensitivity analysis allowed for patients to have multiple visits. Adjusted for confounding, system access was still negatively and significantly associated with admissions (aOR = 0.69; 95%CI = 0.53, 0.90). Third, the stratified analyses were also consistent with the main findings, although not always statistically significant. Finally, when we restricted the analysis to only those physicians who used the HIE system for some but not all of their patients, thereby minimizing physician variability, HIE usage was still negatively associated with the odds of admission (aOR = 0.46; 95%CI = 0.34, 0.62).

Discussion

Among patients who presented to the ED, the rate of hospitalization was lower for those patients who had their information accessed from an HIE system compared to those who did not. Controlling for patient characteristics, the odds of patient’s admission were 30% lower when the system was accessed. Use in the ED of an HIE system was associated with a conservatively estimated annual savings of nearly $357,000.

Conceptually, there are many potential mechanisms by which access to an HIE system at the point of care could have helped avoid hospitalization including: accessing additional patient history or prior laboratory result, revealing a contraindication to a medication, or identifying prior care providers to contact for further information [27]. That type of information has previously been unavailable or difficult to obtain in settings dealing with unplanned and urgent care delivery. Our analysis
suggests that access to such information is correlated with a reduction of the odds of admission; however, elucidating the specific decision pathway requires future investigation with alternative study designs. From the existing literature, we know that different providers have varying information needs [5], users access HIE systems in different ways [28], and HIE usage varies between organizations [29]. We suspect the mechanisms underlying any one admission decision are likely to be patient-, context- and provider-specific.

This study also contributes to the broader literature that explores which interventions are effective for decreasing potentially avoidable hospitalizations. Previous work has explored the effectiveness of strategies like disease management [30], medication review [31], and telehealth [32]. All of these strategies are targeted at the ambulatory setting, and by the time patients arrive in an ED, these strategies are no longer applicable. This study describes a community-based HIE system that can be used in the ED and provides clinical information that could affect the decision to admit a patient or discharge them home from the ED.

To date, the existing literature on the effectiveness of HIE systems for changing utilization has been mixed [9]. Earlier studies that found no effect between HIE and utilization tended to face limitations in terms of the number of participating providers, number of information sources, or included population [11–13]. Our findings are consistent with the recent results from the MidSouth eHealth Alliance, but the effect size in our study was slightly smaller. Like Rochester RHIO, the MidSouth eHealth Alliance contains a broad array of providers and end users access data through a stand-alone, web-based portal [33]. In addition to both exchanges receiving state funding, both the Memphis area and Rochester have a long history of attempting innovative healthcare system reforms [24].

A strength of our analytic approach is the reliance on objective measures of HIE usage. Our focus on actual usage at the point of care, in this case an ED encounter, removes the limitations posed by self-reported usage or use of organizational adoption as a proxy for actual usage. It is worth noting that several HIE studies which measure actual system usage have found positive effects [33–35], whereas those that look at organizational level adoption only, have not [36–39].

Additionally, these findings illustrate a challenge facing policy makers, practitioners and organizational leaders with using health information technology (HIT) to transform healthcare. This study suggests that technology interventions may be able to live up to their touted ability to change care, but overall the system was not used very often. Integrating useful tools into clinical work is challenging as providers encounter numerous attention and workflow barriers to using additional HIT [40]. If HIT proves useful to clinical decision making, it is the responsibility of the healthcare organizations to ensure system use is a well-integrated part of care. With more widespread usage, we would expect potentially greater financial savings.

This study has several limitations. First, we describe associations between HIE use and admissions, but cannot determine causality. Primarily, we cannot prove that the data in the HIE system factored into the admission decision, because we do not have detailed data on medical decision making. However, interviews with ED physicians in the RHIO indicate physicians will access historical information to help establish baselines and confirm their decisions around patient admission. Relatedly, there is a potential for error in measuring temporal sequence. Again, however, discussion with ED physicians and other users suggest that the HIE system is not consulted once the patient has been admitted. Second, we were unable to determine the clinical appropriateness of any given decision to admit or to discharge. Determinations of appropriateness are beyond the scope of this present study and our secondary datasets. However, a future line of inquiry could assess the outcomes for both patients admitted as well as those that were not admitted. Third, the decision to use HIE systems is not completely random, but influenced by patient, user, and workplace factors [19, 25, 29]. Therefore, factors not captured in our claims datasets at the provider and patient level may be confounding the relationship between HIE access and admission status. It is possible that the users of HIE are very different than non-users. That is why we undertook the sensitivity analysis of restricting the sample to only the users of HIE. Again the results persisted, suggesting that among this potential more uniform of group of HIE adopters the system may be beneficial. Fourth, this study examined a single HIE system in a single community, which may limit the generalizability to different areas or technologies; however, the community-based setting also maximizes generalizability, as it expands the evidence about HIE beyond academic medical centers and integrated delivery sys-
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tems [41]. Finally, our estimated cost savings are based solely on the average cost of the potentially avoided admissions and does not consider any other potential patients costs nor the costs associated with establishing and operating the RHIO.

Despite these limitations, this study has important policy implications given the substantial financial investment in interventions designed to improve provider access to patient information. The most notable investment is the federal government’s Meaningful Use program established under the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act. This $27 billion program offers incentives for the adoption and use of electronic health record systems (EHRs) with the capability to exchange information with other entities [42]. The recently released Stage 2 criteria are focused on robust use of electronic exchange [43]. Additionally, the federal government is also funding state-based exchange efforts to improve information availability. States also have contributed to the further adoption of interoperable HIT [44]. Furthermore, the emerging popularity of organizational restructuring of healthcare through Patient Centered Medical Homes and Accountable Care Organizations is predicated on broad access to clinical information. The findings of this study support the current policy goals of improving provider access to patient information via HIT.

Usage of a community-wide HIE system was associated with a 30% lower odds of hospital admission among patients who come to the ED. This study provides important new evidence on the potential of community-wide longitudinal patient information systems to decrease the utilization of expensive healthcare services. This finding is particularly notable due to its' community-based setting, which may increase the generalizability.

Clinical Relevance
Relevant and timely patient information can be difficult to obtain in emergency department settings. Health information exchange (HIE) can make patient information more accessible to providers at the point of care. This study suggests HIE may be able to change healthcare utilization and help save money.
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Fig. 1 Patient selection and inclusion criteria.

Consented to be viewed in RHIO 319,790

- Not in the two health plans 112,284

Consented to RHIO & in the two health plans 207,506 (64.9%)

- No consent in the system 9,422 (4.5%)

In system & in health plans 198,067 (95.5%)

- Invalid consent dates 17 (0.1%)

Patients with encounters 196,314 (99.1%)

- No encounters within 6 months of consent 1,753 (0.9%)

ED visit within 6 months of consent 15,645 (8.0%)

- No ED visits recorded 180,669 (92.0%)

Admitted to hospital 3,270 (20.9%)

Not admitted to hospital 12,375 (79.1%)
Table 1  Characteristics of patients who consented to participate in a health information exchange system and who presented for an emergency department visit stratified by whether providers accessed their clinical data in the system or not

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Encounter characteristics</th>
<th>Totals n = 15,645 (%)</th>
<th>System accessed n = 374 (%)</th>
<th>No system access n = 15,271 (%)</th>
<th>p-value&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Admitted to hospital</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3270 (20.90)</td>
<td>58 (15.51)</td>
<td>3212 (21.03)</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>5188 (33.16)</td>
<td>128 (34.22)</td>
<td>5060 (33.13)</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>10457 (66.84)</td>
<td>246 (65.78)</td>
<td>10211 (66.87)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18–34</td>
<td>3604 (23.04)</td>
<td>90 (24.06)</td>
<td>3514 (23.01)</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35–44</td>
<td>1969 (12.59)</td>
<td>45 (12.03)</td>
<td>1924 (12.60)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45–64</td>
<td>4344 (27.77)</td>
<td>103 (27.54)</td>
<td>4241 (27.77)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥65</td>
<td>5728 (36.61)</td>
<td>136 (36.36)</td>
<td>5592 (36.62)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private</td>
<td>7344 (46.94)</td>
<td>204 (54.55)</td>
<td>7140 (46.76)</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicaid</td>
<td>3804 (24.31)</td>
<td>69 (18.45)</td>
<td>3735 (24.46)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicare</td>
<td>4497 (28.74)</td>
<td>101 (27.01)</td>
<td>4396 (28.79)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major ADG count</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>6251 (39.96)</td>
<td>158 (42.25)</td>
<td>6093 (39.90)</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3913 (25.01)</td>
<td>114 (30.48)</td>
<td>3799 (24.88)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2662 (17.02)</td>
<td>56 (14.97)</td>
<td>2606 (17.07)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥3</td>
<td>2819 (18.02)</td>
<td>46 (12.30)</td>
<td>2773 (18.16)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. inpatient hospitalizations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>13683 (87.46)</td>
<td>344 (91.98)</td>
<td>13339 (87.35)</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–2</td>
<td>1781 (11.38)</td>
<td>26 (6.95)</td>
<td>1755 (11.49)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥3</td>
<td>181 (1.16)</td>
<td>4 (1.07)</td>
<td>177 (1.16)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Rochester RHIO during 2009–2010

<sup>b</sup>comparing patients with system access and encounters without access
Table 2  Unadjusted and adjusted associations between usage of health information exchange system at the time of the emergency department visit and admission to the hospital.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Unadjusted odds ratio (95%CI)\textsuperscript{a}</th>
<th>Adjusted odds ratio (95%CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>System access</td>
<td>0.69 (0.52, 0.91)**</td>
<td>0.70 (0.52, 0.95)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>1.76 (1.63, 1.91)****</td>
<td>1.47 (1.35, 1.60)****</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>1.05 (1.04, 1.05)****</td>
<td>1.03 (1.03, 1.03)****</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Private</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Medicaid / safety-net</td>
<td>0.37 (0.32, 0.43)****</td>
<td>0.61 (0.52, 0.72)****</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Medicare</td>
<td>4.13 (3.78, 4.51)****</td>
<td>2.02 (1.82, 2.25)****</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major ADG count</td>
<td>1.40 (1.37, 1.44)****</td>
<td>1.04 (1.01, 1.08)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No of prior hospitalizations\textsuperscript{b}</td>
<td>1.78 (1.67, 1.90)****</td>
<td>1.46 (1.37, 1.57)****</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}95% confidence interval; \textsuperscript{b}Utilization in the six months prior
*p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001

Table 3  Unadjusted and adjusted associations between usage of health information exchange system at the time of the emergency department visit and admission to the hospital.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matching criterion changes</th>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>System access %</th>
<th>OR &amp; 95%CI\textsuperscript{f}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Usage limited to same calendar day as ED encounter</td>
<td>15645</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.83 (0.55, 1.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample definition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple encounters per patient included in analysis</td>
<td>24543</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.69 (0.53, 0.90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stratified analyses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textgeq 65</td>
<td>5728</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.72 (0.49, 1.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;65</td>
<td>9917</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.62 (0.37, 1.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textgeq 3 major ADGs</td>
<td>2819</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.83 (0.42, 1.63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 3 major ADGs</td>
<td>12826</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.67 (0.48, 0.94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textgeq 1 prior hospitalizations</td>
<td>1962</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.02 (0.47, 2.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No prior hospitalizations</td>
<td>13683</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.66 (0.47, 0.92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excluded encounters with injury or pregnancy complication diagnoses</td>
<td>12409</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.70 (0.51, 0.95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited to only providers that used HIE</td>
<td>8670</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0.46 (0.34, 0.62)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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